A novel approach for designing feedback controllers for mechanical systems by extending spacecraft attitude controllers to N -dimensional rotations is presented. The approach is enabled by the Cayley form, which represents the motion of mechanical systems as the rotation of N -dimensional rigid bodies. In particular an attempt is made to extend to N -dimensions a proof of global asymptotic stability of linear feedback of the Rodrigues parameters and angular velocity. The complexity of N -dimensional rotational kinematics, however, disallows a direct generalization of the three-dimensional proof. Two alternative nonlinear feedback controllers are presented and analyzed for their optimality and performance. These controllers are applied to a three-link manipulator system and found in one example to have superior performance to conventional controllers. Additionally, a new set of quasi velocities is developed that does provide globally asymptotically stable linear feedback for general mechanical systems.
I. Introduction
Beginning with Euler the rotational motion of three-dimensional bodies has been studied for over two hundred years. The development of spacecraft technology over the past fifty years has inspired a continuing focus on this problem that has produced many significant developments in attitude representations and control. An example of this, that will be a focus of this paper, is the proof discovered by Tsiotras for global asymptotic stability using linear feedback of angular velocity and the Rodrigues parameters.
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Although not receiving as much attention, the study of N -dimensional rotational motion also has an impressive history. [3] [4] [5] [6] Developments have been made to generalize many of the kinematic and dynamical concepts from three-dimensional rotations to higher dimensions. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Another interesting aspect of this topic is that the resulting equations of motion can be used to describe the behavior of real physical systems. One example of this is called the Cayley form and represents the generalized coordinates and quasi velocities of a general system as the extended Rodrigues parameters and angular velocity of an N -dimensional rotating body.
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The wealth of work that has been done for three-dimensional attitude control and the ability to represent general systems as N -dimensional rigid bodies motivates the idea of generalizing some of these threedimensional results to higher dimensions. This paper presents some investigations for extending Lyapunov and optimal control results to N -dimensional rotations. Further investigations are also conducted into the application of these results to general dynamical systems.
Section II of this paper reviews the set of quasi velocities used in the Cayley form and a numerical relative tensor important to the description of N -dimensional rotations. Section III reviews some elegant attitude control results discovered by Tsiotras, approaching them as a three-dimensional special case of the Cayley form. Next, the equations of motion for N -dimensional rotations are covered and the corresponding work/energy-rate expression is developed in Section IV. Then, it is shown in Section V how properties of the N -dimensional kinematics disallow an exact generalization of Tsiotras's results, and several alternative controller designs are presented. An alternative set of quasi velocities is presented in Section VI that does provide globally asymptotically stable linear feedback. In Sections VII and VIII the controllers from the Cayley form are analyzed for their optimality and performance.
II. Definition of Cayley Quasi Velocities
Index notation is a useful shorthand notation for manipulating matrix operations. Matrices or higherorder tensors are expressed as A, and their elements are expressed using subscript indices. For example, the elements of a matrix A are A ij . The Einstein summation convention is that if any index is repeated twice within a term, then the term represents the summation for every possible value of the index. An index must not be repeated more than twice in a term. Indices that appear only once in each term of an equation are free indices, and the equation is valid for each possible value of the index. The Kronecker delta, δ ij , is equal to unity if i = j and is equal to zero otherwise.
A new three-index, numerical relative tensor, χ j ik , was introduced in some earlier work 13 to relate the elements of an N × N skew-symmetric matrix to an M -dimensional vector form, where M = N (N − 1)/2. For example consider the angular-velocity matrix, Ω, and vector, ω.
The upper index j in this expression is summed from one to M , whereas the lower indices i and k take on values from one to N . In the familiar N = 3 case, χ j ik becomes the Levi-Civita permutation symbol ijk . The vector ω in Eq. (1) is denoted the generating vector of the skew-symmetric matrix Ω. The elements of ω are specified to be related to the elements of Ω in the following form.
[
This N -dimensional form matches the three-dimensional convention and leads to the following expression for χ j ik .
where
Several properties of χ j ik are summarized in table 1.
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The Cayley Transform Kinematic Relationship gives a mapping for N -dimensional rotations from the extended Rodrigues parameter rates to the angular velocity in skew-symmetric form.
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In the Cayley-form representation of mechanical systems these expressions also form the definition of the Cayley quasi velocities, Ω. From these relationships the linear mapping between the vector form of Rodrigues parameter rates and the angular-velocity matrix can be found, which also serve as the traditional vectortransformation definition of the quasi velocities.
Using Eq. (5) the elements of A are found.
The first term of Eq. (11) simplifies as follows.
The second term of Eq. (11) can also be simplified.
The third term is identical to the second.
Substituting these terms back in to Eq. (11) gives the following expression for the elements of A.
For the special case N = 3, the equation for the elements of A can be simplified by substituting ijk for χ j ik .
The " -δ identity" can be applied to the second term of this equation. The fact that Q ii equals zero, because Q is skew-symmetric, is also used.
The third term of Eq. (16) can also be rewritten using the generalized Kronecker delta.
The third term of Eq. (16) therefore becomes the following.
This expression is now rewritten in terms of the vector elements q j and the -δ identity is used once again.
Equations (17) and (20) are now substituted into Eq. (16) to give the familiar form for the mapping from the angular velocity to the Rodrigues parameter rates.
III. Linear Rodrigues Parameter Feedback
In the previous section a simple form was found for the elements, A im , of the matrix that maps the angular velocity to the Rodrigues parameter rates for N = 3. In this section several special properties of this three-dimensional form will be demonstrated that lead to a proof of global asymptotic stability for linear feedback of the Rodrigues parameters and angular velocity. First, for this special case it will be shown that q is an eigenvector of A T , using the fact that the product Qq equals zero.
Therefore, the eigenvalue associated with q is 1 2 (1 + q i q i ). A similar derivation can be used to show that q is also an eigenvector of A. This fact, however, can also be understood from a physical interpretation. Consider the situation of ω being aligned with q. In this case the body is simply "spinning up" because the vector of Rodrigues parameters is always parallel with the principal axis of rotation. Therefore, the direction of q is constant, and only its magnitude is changing. This means thatq is also parallel to q. In this case, the second of Eqs. (6) becomes the following.
The proportionality factors c 1 and c 2 are simply scalars, and thus q being an eigenvector of A is physically expected.
The eigenvalue of A T associated with q has the following remarkable property.
Equations (22) and (24) allow the following elegant proof discovered by Tsiotras.
1 Consider the following Lyapunov function where the first term is the rotational kinetic energy and the second is a fictitious potential energy.
Here, J ij are the elements of the principal inertia matrix. As it will be seen, the kinetic-energy term of the Lyapunov functions leads to a stabilization term of the control law that brings the body to rest, and the potential-energy term leads to a regulation control term that drives the body to the reference orientation. Using Euler's equations the time derivative of the kinetic energy is given by the following.
Here, f
are the applied moment components acting on the body and are assumed to be control torques. This leads to the following result for the Lyapunov function derivative.
If the control elements, f
i , are chosen to make Eq. (27) negative semi-definite, then the system will be globally asymptotically stable by LaSalle's theorem. This can be done in the following fashion.
Therefore, Eq. (29) is a linear, globally asymptotically stable controller for the attitude stabilization and regulation of three-dimensional bodies. This controller is very attractive, and the following sections will attempt to determine if it can be extended to guarantee global asymptotic stability for general N -dimensional bodies or M -degree of freedom (DOF) systems.
IV. Work/Energy-Rate Expression for N-Dimensional Dynamics
An important step in the developments of the previous section is the simplification of the derivative of the kinetic energy under Euler's equation. To generalize these results it needs to be determined if these terms follow similar simplifications under the general N -dimensional dynamics. In this section the work/energyrate expression will be developed for the general N -dimensional dynamics, recalling that by using the Cayley form these dynamics can represent any M -DOF physical system. These equations of motion can be derived using Lagrange's equations for quasi velocities, which are also known as Poincaré's equations.
Here, T = T (q, ω) is the kinetic energy, and the components f (ω) k can either be considered as the moments applied to an N -dimensional rigid body or functions of the generalized forces, f , applied to an M -DOF physical system: f 
The kinetic energy of a natural system is represented using the Cayley form as follows.
Here, J ij are the elements of the symmetric mass matrix associated with the Cayley quasi velocities. For an N -dimensional rotating body J can be selected without loss of generality to be diagonal and is independent of the generalized coordinates. For other systems mapped by the Cayley form, however, these properties do not need to be assumed. Additionally because the current interest is in feedback controllers, it is assumed that the system is not explicitly time dependent, and thus the focus is placed on natural systems. To evaluate Lagrange's equations the following derivatives of T are taken.
These are substituted into the equations of motion.
Similar to the previous section the rate of change of the kinetic energy needs to be found due to these dynamic equations.
This expression is further simplified by considering the definition of the Hamel coefficients in Eq. (31) and the properties of χ.
Hence the Hamel coefficient term is nonworking. This leaves the identical work/energy-rate expression as the three-dimensional special case:
j . For the three-dimensional case several feedback attitude controllers have been developed using a Lyapunov function consisting of the sum of the kinetic energy and various fictitious potential energies. The next section will demonstrate the behavior of some of these potential energies under the general N -dimensional Cayley kinematics.
V. Feedback Control for N-Dimensional Rotations
Recall from an earlier section that a key to developing the linear controller for N = 3 was the recognition that q is an eigenvector of A T . To extend those developments to higher dimensions it will be determined if this property is true in general. Also, for the three-dimensional special case it was noted that q is an eigenvector of both A T and A. This can be approached in general using the definition of A.
Using the properties of the Kronecker delta and χ it can be seen that A im q i = A mi q i . This is obviously true for the first term above, and similar to the three-dimensional case, the second term is equal to zero as shown below. The third term is demonstrated through manipulation of the repeated indices as also shown below.
Therefore, q is an eigenvector of A T if and only if it is also an eigenvector of A. For q to be an eigenvector of A the following relation must be true: A mi q i = λq m . From Eq. (39) it is seen that the term linear in q i obviously satisfies this relation, and the quadratic term has been shown to equal zero. Clearly the cubic term is critical.
Similar to the physical description of N = 3, this eigenproblem can be studied by considering the special case for which the angular velocity is proportional to the extended Rodrigues parameters: ω = αq. Assuming q is indeed an eigenvector of A, then in this case the derivatives of these parameters will also be proportional to the angular velocity.q
This case can also be expressed using the original matrix form of the kinematic equations.
Again, the cubic term is critical to the proposed proportionality. Any set of extended Rodrigues parameters can be put into a canonical, block-diagonal form using a similarity transformation. 20 For this case of proportionality between Q, Ω, andQ the same transformation should map all three into block-diagonal forms: Q , Ω , andQ .
Here, R is an N ×N orthogonal matrix. These canonical forms can be substituted into the Cayley Transform Kinematic Relationship to give the following.
The canonical values obey the same kinematic relationship. In this form, however, it can be seen that the proposed proportionality does not hold for higher dimensions. Consider for example the case N = 5. For this dimension the canonical values will have the following forms. 
ClearlyQ is not proportional to Ω because each principal plane has a different scaling factor. The case N = 4 is very similar to this example, and any higher dimension will follow a similar pattern only with even more principal planes. Only for the two or three-dimensional cases with one principal plane will the proportionality hold. Therefore, assuming that Aq = λq in general has led to a contradiction. Thus, for these higher dimensions q is not an eigenvector of A or A T . Because this property does not hold in general, the Lyapunov function used by Tsiotras can not be utilized to develop a linear feedback controller for N -dimensions. This function, V = 1 2 ω i J ij ω j + ln(1 + q i q i ), and others can be used, however, to develop globally asymptotically stable nonlinear feedback controllers. Applying the work/energy-rate expression from the previous section gives the following for the derivative of the Lyapunov function.
The following nonlinear feedback controller will set the Lyapunov function derivative to be negative semidefinite.
Here, the first term of the control law is referred to as a stabilization term, and the second term is referred to as a regulation term. Another more typical Lyapunov function that can be used is the sum of kinetic energy and a quadratic product of the coordinates.
The derivative of this function is shown below.
For global asymptotic stability the control is chosen as follows.
This can also be expressed in matrix notation.
Again, this controller contains both stabilization and regulation terms. In two following sections these terms will be further analyzed. The regulation terms for both of the controllers developed in this section will be shown to optimize certain cost functions for control of the kinematic equations. Additionally, numerical simulation will be used to compare the stabilization behavior of Cayley quasi-velocity feedback against generalized-velocity feedback and another choice of quasi-velocity feedback. First, however, a second set of quasi velocities is developed that allows globally asymptotically stable linear feedback.
VI. Quasi Velocities for Linear Feedback
In Section III several special properties of the angular-velocity/Rodrigues-parameter kinematics were discussed that led to a proof for global asymptotic stability of linear feedback. Those kinematics are described by the transformation matrix A, whose elements are repeated here for convenience.
Sections IV and V presented an attempt to extend that proof to M -DOF physical systems by recognizing that the three-dimensional motion variables are simply a special case of the Cayley form. That approach used a general form of Eq. (53) to describe N -dimensional rotations. It was found, however, that the complexity of the N -dimensional kinematics produced difficulty in extending the proof. This section presents an alternative approach to extending that proof by defining a new set of quasi velocities. Instead of extending the rotational kinematics of Eq. (53) 
This set of quasi velocities can be applied to a general system with any number of generalized coordinates. For Eqs. (54) and (55) to constitute a valid quasi-velocity definition, however, the inverse ofĀ (i.e.,B) must exist. In vector/matrix notation 2Ā is equal to I +T , and the eigenvalues of 2Ā are found by adding one to the eigenvalues ofT . To show thatĀ is nonsingular it simply needs to be demonstrated that negative one can not be an eigenvalue ofT . If it is assumed thatT does have an eigenvalue of negative one and a corresponding eigenvector e, then the following eigenproblem can be considered.
This implies that e must be proportional to q.
Thus assuming thatT has an eigenvalue of negative one has led to the contradiction q T q = −1. Therefore, A is nonsingular, and u is a valid set of quasi velocities.
Before continuing with the new quasi velocities, it is worth revisiting the work/energy-rate expression for general quasi velocities. For natural systems the work/energy-rate expression with respect to the generalized velocities can be expressed asṪ =q T f . Considering a set of quasi velocities as defined by Eq. (54), Poincaré's equations define the quasi forces.
Equations (54) and (59) can be used to write the work/energy-rate expression for any set of quasi velocities, once and for all.Ṫ
Of course this expression is consistent with the work/energy-rate expression found for N -dimensional rotations in Section IV.
Returning to the particular set of quasi velocities defined by Eq. (55), linear feedback of q and u can be proven to be globally asymptotically stable. Consider again the Lyapunov function defined by Tsiotras for the sum of the kinetic energy and a fictitious potential energy, where J (q) is the mass matrix associated with u.
The time derivative is given by the following.
Due to the choice ofĀ, however, q is now an eigenvector ofĀ T for any value of M .
Therefore, the time derivative of the Lyapunov function can be simplified.
i , are chosen to make Eq. (27) negative definite, then the system will be globally asymptotically stable. This can be done in the following fashion.
Equation (66) demonstrates that linear feedback of the generalized coordinates and the new quasi velocities, defined by Eqs. (54) and (55), will provide global asymptotic stability for any system.
VII. Optimality Results for Regulation Terms
In the previous sections the control of a complete system, both dynamic and kinematic equations, using quasi velocities was discussed. In this section the control of only the kinematic equations, returning to the Cayley quasi velocities, will be considered. This approach treats the Cayley quasi velocities as control variables used to control the generalized coordinates. The cost functions optimized by feedback laws with the form of the regulation terms from the previous section will be developed.
First for notational convenience the vectorq is defined as the generating vector of the skew-symmetric, cubic product QQQ.q
The optimization of the following cost function subject to the kinematic equations will be considered.
Introducing the costates λ, the Hamiltonian is written below.
Next, the following three conditions on the optimal trajectory are imposed.
Here, V is the unknown optimal-cost function. These conditions are substituted into Eq. (70) to develop the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for this problem.
Now, the candidate optimal-cost function V = kq T q is considered. The optimal control implied by this candidate solution is found using Eq. (71).
This is evaluated using Eqs. (39) and (40).
Equations (73) and (74) can be substituted into Eq. (72) to show that the candidate optimal-cost function is indeed a solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. The final form of the optimal control is shown below.
Notice that this feedback controller is equal to the regulation term of the second controller from Section V, and the optimal-cost function is equal to the regulation term of the Lyapunov function corresponding to that controller. A second optimal-control problem of the kinematic equations can be considered using the following cost function.
The corresponding Hamiltonian is shown below.
For this problem the optimality conditions are identical to Eqs. (71) and can be expanded to give the following Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation.
For this problem the candidate optimal-cost function V = k ln 1 + q T q is considered. To demonstrate that this function satisfies Eq. (78), first, the gradient of V is taken.
Clearly the candidate optimal-cost function is a solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. The optimal control implied by the second of Eqs. (71) is shown below.
Again, notice that this control is equal to the regulation term of the first controller from Section V, and the optimal-cost function is the regulation term of the associated Lyapunov function.
In addition to the eigenfactor and Cayley quasi-velocity controllers, a conventional controller using the generalized velocities was implemented. This is developed using the kinetic energy written as T = T and are the absolute angles of each joint. The generalized forces are related to the motor torques acting at each joint. The system mass matrix was given by Schaub and Junkins.
[ 1 , l 2 , and l 3 were set to one. The control gains were chosen for each controller such that the absolute control effort encountered was equal. The values Pq = 1.1, P η = 0.59, and P ω = 0.38 were chosen. The numerical integration was performed using a fourth and fifth order Runge-Kutta method, and a simulation duration of 15 seconds.
The results from the simulation are shown in figures 1 and 2. The plot of the control effort, the magnitude of f , on a logarithmic scale shows that each of the control laws goes through a peak in the first few time units, but then begin to drop off quickly. The maximum control effort encountered for each control law was slightly greater than 5.8. The kinetic energy is a measure of the error motion of the system, and figure 2 shows that all three control laws quickly converge towards rest. The η control law quickly converges to a linear trend on the logarithmic scale indicating exponential convergence. The behavior of the ω control law is not as smooth, however. Approximately two to three time units into the simulation the control effort of the ω control law has not dropped off as much as the other control laws, and the kinetic energy decays dramatically. After this the kinetic energy for the ω control law is lower than both of the other controllers for the remainder of the simulation. The lower kinetic energy with the ω control law indicates that for this particular example stabilization using the Cayley quasi velocities outperforms the eigenfactor quasi velocities and the generalized velocities. These results, however, were highly sensitive to the maximum control effort which was selected. The ω and η control laws share a similarity in that both add a state-dependent influence matrix to the velocity feedback. The addition of this state information to the stabilization feedback is probably related to the superior performance of these two control laws compared to the generalized-velocity feedback. For the η control law this influence matrix is the mass matrix, M , and is dependent on knowledge of system parameters. The ω control law, however, uses A T A which is only dependent on kinematic definitions and is not susceptible to system uncertainty.
IX. Summary
This paper has demonstrated a novel approach for the design of feedback controllers for mechanical systems. This approach is enabled by the Cayley form, which allows systems to be represented as N -dimensional rigid bodies. Several examples of feedback controllers were developed by extending spacecraft attitude controllers to N -dimensional rotations. It was found, however, that the complications of N -dimensional kinematics (i.e., multiple principal planes) clouded, or perhaps destroyed, some of the elegance of the threedimensional results.
The controllers developed in this paper were further analyzed for optimality and performance. First, the cost functions optimized by the regulation terms were developed. Second, numerical simulation was used to compare the stabilization performance of Cayley quasi-velocity feedback, eigenfactor quasi-velocity feedback, and generalized-velocity feedback. Results were presented for one example showing superior performance for Cayley quasi-velocity feedback. Of course, this does not demonstrate superiority in any global sense (nor is it believed to exist). Such global demonstrations of performance are a very difficult problem in nonlinear control.
The results that are presented, however, do provide an example of the significance of control coupling. A disadvantage of the Cayley form from a dynamics perspective is that it produces coupling in the equations of motion between coordinates that might otherwise be uncoupled. From a control perspective, however, having a controller that reflects the coupling that already exists in the dynamics can be advantageous. Both the Cayley and eigenfactor quasi-velocity feedbacks represent a coupling between each control and every velocity. The generalized-velocity feedback, however, matches the controls to the velocities in a one-to-one fashion, out of simplicity, that does not reflect the dynamics. Whereas this simplicity is attractive in itself, it does not guarantee superior performance.
